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The Meroitic sign d and its cursive equivalent d have been the subject of a number of 
investigations into its origins
1
 but particularly into attributing a sound value.
2
 In trying to 
deduce a correlative sound value to this sign, Griffith used comparative forms from Greek 
and Egyptian, although these forms gave contradictory indications. This led to an unstable 
proposal that the Meroitic sign d d represents a retroflex consonant, although this 
proposal and subsequent affirmations of its retroflex nature did not consider empirical and 
typological phonological evidence for this association. 
This paper revisits the comparative forms used in proposing the retroflex nature of the 
sign d d and uses a phonological approach in proposing a revision of its sound value.  
 
The origin of the sign used as an initial approximation for its sound value 
 
The Meroitic script comprises 23 signs that are phonographic and a further sign that 
indicates a word boundary. All of these signs have a hieroglyphic form and a cursive 
equivalent borrowed extensively from Ancient Egyptian and Demotic. The correlation of 
the signs borrowed by the Meroites for their script from the Egyptian script was an 
important part of Griffith‟s investigation into his proposal for the Meroitic signs‟ sound 
values. 
Griffith was primarily concerned with the origin of the hieroglyphic form of d as he 
only alluded to the view that its cursive equivalent d was possibly a stylised form of the 
hieroglyph.
3
 Griffith discusses how the sign d is used in Egyptian ‚ as a „very common 
amulet, but a rare hieroglyph‟ and that it „only represents its own name [wz'.t] … and has 
no Demotic form.‟4 This led Griffith to assign the original transliteration of this sign as z 
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and in a later work he more specifically outlines his reasons for this and his initial 
proposal for its sound value:
5
 
 
The only consonantal sign in the Meroitic alphabet for which no equation could be found 
to prove its value was d d. The others, however, having been sufficiently settled, it 
seemed by their elimination that d must be the equivalent of Eg. ¼ or f, and there were 
some arguments besides making it a dental … The value z was therefore assigned to it, a 
sound which is also a prominent element in the Eg. word wz’.t, the name of the sacred 
eye ‚ … The transliteration z is of course only an approximation for a sound more like 
the Coptic j, q, i.e. ğ (dj), č (tch). 
 
Equivalent forms used as a second attempt to propose the sound value 
 
The discovery of a Meroitic form found with its equivalent transcribed into Egyptian 
Demotic and Greek by the scholar Archibald H. Sayce compelled Griffith to discuss the 
sound value of d d once again:
6
 
 
(1)   Meroitic   iwedem  mezewi „Meroe‟ 
  Eg. Demotic  mrw.t  
Greek    Μερόη 
 
The Demotic and Greek equivalents transcribe Meroitic d d z with „r‟. This 
comparative data was problematic for Griffith as he had already identified another 
Meroitic sign – r r as having the sound value /r/ (thus transliterated as r). Further, he 
could find no instances of Meroitic variant forms where the signs d and r were used 
interchangeably, thereby indicating that these signs did not share a close sound 
correspondence.  
Only much later would Griffith revise his thoughts on the sound value of d d.
7
 In 
this publication, Griffith remarks that Meroitic d d in certain equivalent forms from 
Egyptian, Greek and Latin is transcribed with „r‟. This leads him to conclude that „there 
were two Meroitic signs r and d representing distinct sounds, but both represented by 
[Egyptian, Greek and Latin] r.‟8 He goes on to speculate the reason for this and proposes 
that the sound of Meroitic d d was „foreign to Egyptian, but to the Egyptian ear at least 
resembled an r.‟9 In analysing Greek equivalent forms, Griffith believed that where Greek 
transcribes Meroitic d d with „ρ’ /r/ it was due to them learning those Meroitic words 
from Egyptians who heard it as „r‟.10 However, Griffith would put forward further Greek 
equivalences of Meroitic words which transcribed Meroitic d d not with „ρ’ /r/ but 
with „νδ‟ /nd/: 
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(2)    Meroitic  ekdk   
  Greek    Κανδάκη  
 
Griffith‟s conclusion is that „[d]d is nearly d, (n)d, but not identical with it,‟ he then 
affirms that „we must now find some symbol to represent the rather evasive sound of d, 
d  in transcription. A combination of d and r, thus 
r
d would be appropriate to the 
evidence.‟11 Subsequently, Griffith revised his transliteration of this sign from z to rd to 
indicate this sign‟s problematic sound value, although later Meroiticists would not adopt 
Griffith‟s new transliteration. 
 
The appearance of the retroflex sound value proposal 
 
It could be assumed that Griffith initiated the retroflex sound value proposal for this sign 
through a brief comment in his 1929 paper where he remarks that „the cerebral r of India 
is said to be found in some African languages.‟12  However, it would be another scholar 
working on Meroitic, who would definitively propose that the sign d d represented a 
retroflex.
13
 Zyhlarz drew a correlation between Meroitic and retroflex consonants found 
in the phonological inventories of languages that were in areal proximity to the Meroites, 
such as Beja (Cushitic).  
The retroflex proposal was revived when it was taken up by Macadam who writes 
more specifically on the phonetic realisation of this Meroitic sign „[d d] appears to be a 
consonant partaking of the sounds of both R and D, probably a retroflex letter [sic] in 
which the tip of the tongue is turned behind the teeth-ridge and flaps forward over it.‟14 
Previously, Macadam had proposed that d d should be transliterated as d rather than 
the traditional z in light of Griffith‟s later work on the sign.15  
The majority of Meroitic scholars agreed with Macadam‟s phonetic description of the 
sound value for this sign and his revision for its transliteration.
16
 Hintze, who revised 
Griffith‟s transliteration of further Meroitic signs, follows Macadam when he states that 
„d is not [d], it is most probably something like [].‟17 The retroflex value for this sign is 
also followed by Rilly.
18
 Further, Rilly puts forward an explanation based upon a mixed 
acoustic and auditory phonetic description for the Egyptian and Greek rendering of 
Meroitic d d with their /r/.Whereby he proposes that retroflex consonants are not found in 
Egyptian and Greek and thus being unaccustomed to this sound in their languages they interpret 
the Meroitic retroflex as a variety of /r/ 
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Evidence from phonological typology against the retroflex proposal 
 
An alternative proposal is advanced here against the generally accepted view which is 
that Meroitic d d d is a retroflex coronal consonant i.e. /ɖ/. This paper puts forward the 
proposal that Meroitic d d d is more likely to be /d/. The reason for this proposal 
comes primarily from looking at the typological behaviour of retroflex consonants: (i) it 
is highly marked for a language to have retroflex consonants with no „plain‟ counterparts. 
In a study on the phonology of retroflex consonants, Hamann outlines this, „typically only 
large segment inventories have a retroflex class i.e. at least another coronal segment 
(apical or laminal) is present, as for instance in Sanskrit, Hindi, Norwegian, Swedish and 
numerous Australian languages.‟19  
Hamann quotes Maddieson‟s (1984) database of 317 languages, which mentions only 
one exception to this and that is the Dravidian language Kota, which has a retroflex 
consonant as its only coronal consonant. Even if we look areally closer to Meroitic, the 
Cushitic language Beja has retroflex /ɖ/ [ɖ] and /ʈ/ [ʈ] which phonologically contrast with 
plain /d/ [d] and /t/ [t].
20
 Therefore, it is expected that Meroitic would have had a 
phonologically contrastive plain /d/ [d], if it did contain a retroflex /ɖ/ [ɖ], and as such 
would have represented this opposition with another specific independent sign.
21
  
Moreover, (ii) retroflex consonants are known to commonly pattern with back vowels, 
and further, retroflex consonants very rarely occur in a front vowel context (de-
retroflexion).
22
 However, it is seen that Meroitic d d d (and t, s, n, l, and r which Rilly 
also proposes to be articulated as retroflexes)
23
 does occur in the context of the front 
vowel i i /i/. And finally (iii), Hamann discusses how it is diachronically attested in 
some languages that contain retroflex consonants that retroflex consonants arise through 
merging with a rhotic consonant i.e. /r/.
24
 She cites Bhat‟s example of the Nilo-Saharan 
language Lugbara, which has retroflexion of the voiced coronal stop /d/  [ɖ].25 This is 
partly triggered by a following /r/. It is evidenced that retroflexion in Meroitic cannot 
arise through this rhotic context of adjacency with r r /r/, as forms where the sequences 
of coronal consonant + /r/ (and the reverse) are unattested.
26
 Subsequently, the empirical 
and typological evidence is against the representation of Meroitic d d d realised as a 
retroflex consonant. 
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 Principally, this point refers to the syllable basis of Meroitic where every consonant is followed by a 
vowel (his is apart from the three word-final consonants represented by the signs te, se and ne; for more on 
this see Rowan (2006)). The Meroitic script does not indicate the vowel /a/ and so every consonant sign is 
followed by the /a/ vowel unless a specific vocalic sign follows. 
Nevertheless, the representation of Meroitic d d d as /r/ in correspondent forms from 
other languages still remains to be solved. Thus this paper puts forward a phonological 
proposal towards explaining this where a deeper look at the placement of d d d in 
Meroitic words is needed.  
 
Equivalent forms  
 
The following data evidences Meroitic forms which are found transcribed into Egyptian, 
Egyptian Demotic, Coptic, Greek and Latin. These equivalent forms show varying 
transcriptions of Meroitic d d (transliterated as d). 
 
(3)     Meroitic edintikNT tenekitnide anthroponym 
    Eg. Demotic AtngyTnryA 
 
(4)   Meroitic inmediroqt tqoridemni anthroponym 
  Eg. Demotic torrmn 
 
(5)    Meroitic kmedepa apedemk theonym 
  Egyptian iprmk 
 
(6)     Meroitic iqedem  medewi  toponym 
  Eg. Demotic mrw.t 
  Greek  Μερόη 
  Coptic  peroue27 
 
(7)    Meroitic emedep  pedeme toponym 
  Egyptian prm.t 
Greek  Πρῖμις, Πρῆμις  
  Latin (Bion) pind[em]is
28
 
  Latin (Juba) pidema 
 
(8) Meroitic ekdk  (ektk)
29
 kdke (ktke) title 
  Egyptian kntiky 
  Greek  κανδάκη   
  Ethiopic xan(ə)dākē 
 
A recap of the functioning of the Meroitic script is needed in order to elucidate the 
following analysis. Every consonant sign includes an inherent /a/ vowel, where there is to 
be a change on the quality of the vowel, a distinct separate vowel sign is written. 
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 The variant Meroitic spelling is also given here. 
Therefore, the script is essentially syllabic and it is common practise in Meroitic studies 
not to transliterate the inherent /a/ vowel.  
The proposal put forward here refers specifically to the positioning of the d d d 
sign in that where this sign is found in an intervocalic placement i.e. between two vowels 
(V_V), it is articulated as a flap [] and it is this flap which is interpreted acoustically in 
other languages approximate to a [r]. This point is picked up in more detail following the 
clearer correspondence of the forms: 
 
(9) Meroitic VdV   Egyptian/Demotic/Greek/Coptic - /r/ 
 a. tenekitnide   Eg. Demotic AtngyTnryA 
 b. tqoridemni   Eg. Demotic torrmn 
 c. apedemk   Egyptian iprmk 
 d. medewi   Eg. Demotic mrw.t 
      Coptic  peroue 
           Greek  Μερόη 
 e. pedeme   Egyptian prm.t 
      Greek  Πρῖμις, Πρῆμις 
 
The prosodic environment of V_V (intervocalic) is well known to condition the change of 
a coronal stop /t/ or /d/ to a flap [ɾ], whereby this is a typologically common process of 
lenition.
30
 In considering data from Ibibio, Bantu and English that illustrate not only the 
flapping of a coronal stop but also other lenition examples, Harris asserts that „The wide 
distribution of this phenomenon across different languages suggests that it is phonetically 
natural.‟31 
The production of intervocalic voiced coronal stops „are very similar to flaps‟ as de 
Jong specifies.
32
  It is proposed therefore that the Egyptian and Greek transcribed forms of 
<r>/ρ /r/ for Meroitic d d d /d/ can be explained as approximations for a voiced coronal 
stop /d/  [ɾ], which lenites (weakens) to a flap when positioned intervocalically. 
Proposals on the approximate sound value for Egyptian and Greek /r/ back up this claim: 
For Egyptian, Allen postulates that Egyptian <r> /r/ was articulated „Probably as a 
“flapped” r … To English speakers, this often sounds like d,‟33 and Loprieno also positions 
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Egyptian <r> as the flap [ɾ].34 With Greek ρ /r/, Allen describes it as being „a trilled 
alveolar sound,‟35 and Sturtevant states that the ancient descriptions of Greek ρ leave no 
doubt that it was a „trilled tongue-tip r.‟36 However, the Latin equivalents are faithful to the 
representation of /d/ for Meroitic d d d.  
Further evidence for this proposal of Meroitic d d d /d/ being realised as a flap 
intervocalically i.e. d d d /d/  [ɾ]/V_V, can be shown in that when Meroitic d d d 
/d/ is not in an intervocalic placement, and thus not subject to leniting to a flap, its phonetic 
realisation is [d]. The following equivalent forms elucidate this point: 
 
(10) Meroitic ekdk  (ektk)
37
 kdke (ktke)  title 
  Egyptian kntiky 
  Greek  κανδάκη   
  Ethiopic xan(ə)dākē 
 
There is an orthographic practice in Meroitic whereby a nasal segment in coda position 
followed by a consonant is unwritten.
38
 Therefore the Meroitic form ekdk kdke is 
phonemically /kandake/, where evidence for this nasal segment in adduced from 
equivalent forms. What we see in the Greek and Egyptian equivalences in (10) is that 
Meroitic d d d /d/ is not, in this instance, transcribed with Egyptian or Greek /r/ but 
with the coronal stop /t/ ~ /d/.
39
 This is due to the Meroitic d d d /d/ not being 
conditioned by an intervocalic placement and consequently does not surface as the flap 
[ɾ]. In this position, Meroitic d d d  /d/ surfaces as [d], and therefore is transcribed with 
/t/ ~ /d/ in the Egyptian and Greek forms. 
In fact, Meroitic is not the only language where the phoneme /d/ (d d d) is 
transcribed into Egyptian as <r> /r/, as evidence is found where Semitic /d/ was 
occasionally transcribed in Egyptian with <r> /r/; e.g. Late Egyptian arSn “lentils” from 
Semitic ʕdš.40 Fundamentally, it has never been proposed that Semitic /d/ is a retroflex [ɖ] 
because it is transcribed occasionally in Egyptian with <r>. Whether these transcriptions 
are due to intervocalic flapping of Semitic /d/ is open to investigation. Indicatively, this 
says more about the Egyptian representation of <r> than it does about the Meroitic d /d/ in 
that this discussion lends more evidence to Loprieno‟s proposal for the phonetic 
realisation of Egyptian <r> as the flap [ɾ].41 
Lastly, there are no forms found in Meroitic where there is variation between the 
signs d d /d/ [d]  [ɾ] and r r /r/ [r], which shows that these two phonemes /d/ and /r/ 
were distinct in Meroitic.  
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This paper has put forward a consideration for revising the traditional hypothesis that 
Meroitic d d d is a retroflex coronal consonant */ɖ/, as has been traditionally accepted 
amongst Meroitic scholars. This traditional hypothesis was followed in an attempt to 
explain Egyptian and Greek equivalences which transcribe this Meroitic sound with their 
rhotic /r/. The Egyptian and Greek transcriptions are now accounted for as being the 
interpretation of a flapped (lenited) coronal stop in an intervocalic position: /d/  
[ɾ]/V_V. In conclusion, it is therefore proposed that Meroitic d d d is a voiced coronal 
stop - /d/ which is realised as [d], but when positioned intervocalically its phonetic 
realisation is a flap [ɾ], and that it is this flapped coronal stop that is transcribed (through 
being interpreted) as a rhotic /r/ in Greek and Egyptian as this is their sound with the 
closest approximation to a flap. 
 
